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INTRODUCTION
In 2017, a great number of companies in the retail industry had to close down as they
failed to adapt to the rise of new purchasing behaviors. These behaviors are driven
by a digital revolution that is resulting in a massive increase in purchases on the
Internet and new user needs.
These upheavals are driving retailers to rethink the customer experience in their
stores. This includes redefining customer advice, displays and personal assistance, but
also the need to address customers’ biggest frustrations such as waiting lines and
out-of-stock situations. Artificial intelligence, and in particular visual recognition, can
provide the most appropriate solutions.

3 KEY FIGURES OF THE SECTOR

175

TRILLION
$/YEAR
This is the average
amount of costs
related to inventory
errors in retail

85%

45%

This is the share of
customer interactions
that AI is expected to
occupy in retail trade by
2020

of retailers wanted
to invest massively in
new technologies (AI,
augmented reality...) in
2018
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REDUCE WAITING LINES
CHALLENGE
Line-ups are one of the biggest constraints of physical stores: too long a line can deter
a customer from entering the store, or a long wait at the checkout can cause them to leave
the premises without making their purchase. For 60% of French people, this wait should not
exceed 5 minutes and 89% of consumers have already left a store because of a long wait
at the checkout.
Visual recognition offers two solutions: predict the formation of lines in order to adapt staff
numbers or create cashless stores.

OBJECTIVES
Streamline your checkout processes until this step is completely deleted
from the customer path
Inform your employees in real time about staff needs at checkout points

SOLUTIONS
Line-up detection and people
counting
Alert the manager at the first sign of a
new line at the checkout and mobilize
the necessary staff.
Develop free checkout systems to
eliminate in-store line-ups by linking
multiple image recognition systems:

- Identification and product tracking
Detect and account for the products in
your customers’ shopping baskets and
automatically invoice their accounts
when they leave the store.
- Update of the customer basket
Follow your customers’ progress and
automatically add items removed from
the shelves to their shopping cart.

ADVANTAGES
A few months after the implementation of the smart line-up prediction system with alert, a
store’s revenue can increase by 3.7%.
Ensure that your employees are where and when they are most needed: in the right time
slot and in the right place
Eliminate checkout and, eventually, waiting lines
Increase your turnover by extending your opening hours
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PREVENT THEFT AND ENSURE STORE
SECURITY
CHALLENGE
Theft is a scourge for both retail and mass distribution: in 2017, theft losses represented
1.44% of retail sales, or nearly $50 billion. Today, prevention techniques (video surveillance
cameras and security guards) are quite ineffective and expensive. Indeed, after 20 minutes in
front of a surveillance screen, the ability to recognize an individual drops by 95%.
It is therefore necessary to improve the situation by using new resources rather than increasing
security staff. Visual recognition is particularly recommended in this case.

OBJECTIVES
Reduce theft during and after opening hours
Prevent acts of vandalism in stores

SOLUTIONS
Detection of suspicious behavior
Identify a person picking up an object
or concealing a product, stopping for
a long time in the same section, etc.
and thus avoid the theft of products
during opening hours.

Intrusion detection
Detect the presence of a person in a storage
area, a restricted area, or a person present in
the store during closing hours.
Detection of unusual crowding
Respond quickly to potential disturbances for
your consumers: altercations, obstacles in the
aisles, etc.

ADVANTAGES
Reduce the unknown markdown of your turnover
Differentiate between losses due to theft and losses due to inventory errors
Improve the safety of your stores for the smoothest possible customer experience
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STOCK MANAGEMENT
CHALLENGE
Conducting the inventory is a repetitive task that takes a lot of time, and errors are very
expensive for retailers: on average it costs them 11.7% of their annual income. Better
process management will result in significant savings.
Visual recognition allows you to optimize your stock management automatically.

OBJECTIVES
Prevent stock-outs
Avoid inventory errors

SOLUTION
Detection and counting of products on the shelf and in the warehouse
Notify store managers when the stock level of a product is low and restocking is necessary.

ADVANTAGES
Optimize your resupply and ensure product availability to your customers
Reduce the number of unsold items
Allocate your employees’ work to higher value-added tasks
Reduce inventory errors
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IMPROVE IN-STORE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
CHALLENGE
One of the main challenges of physical stores today is to meet the needs and demands
of customers as they are faced with more and more choices, especially with the massive
development of e-commerce. To get customers to come to the store, retailers must put the
consumer back at the heart of the sales process. To do this, it is crucial to analyse their
shopping behaviors.
New technologies, including visual recognition, can help retailers improve their business and
the overall customer experience by providing targeted products and services.

OBJECTIVES
Adapt in-store layout to optimize the customer experience
Develop your knowledge of customer activity within your stores

SOLUTIONS
People counting
Analyze the attendance of your points of
sales and adapt human resources needs
accordingly.

Tracking the customer journey in store
Optimize your layouts based on
your customers’ typical journey and
interactions.

ADVANTAGES
A $25 billion retailer who uses data analysis to make purchasing decisions can expect a $2.9
billion increase in net income.
Measure the effectiveness of the offers put in place
Develop an accurate knowledge of your customers’ purchasing habits
Build customer loyalty by providing them with an optimal customer experience
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DOWNLOAD OUR WHITE PAPER TO
DISCOVER THE 6 STEPS TO BUILD
A VIDEO RECOGNITION SYSTEM

ABOUT DEEPOMATIC
Deepomatic provides an end-to-end deep learning platform that enables companies to build
and operate image and video recognition applications at industrial scale. Data scientists and
business executives use Deepomatic Studio® to design custom video recognition systems
and Deepomatic Run® to operate image recognition applications in production.
We help enterprises increase the efficiency of operational processes (anomaly detection,
behavior monitoring, self checkout) and solve specific business challenges across targeted
industries (infrastructure, facility management, retail, catering, oil and gas)...
The applications developed by our clients are among the most advanced use cases in the
world. The Compass group operates corporate restaurants. By simply taking one picture of
each meal tray, Compass has developed a fluid cash register system that benefits 5000
people every day (this is a world first). The Abertis group develops tolls where vehicles are
charged without going through any gates and without using anything other than cameras.

TALK ABOUT YOUR PROJECT WITH OUR
SALES DIRECTOR, CÉCILE PAPIN

CONTACT US
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POURQUOI NOUS CHOISIR

END-TO-END
SOLUTION

OPEN THE
BLACK BOX

PRODUTION-READY
IN 3 MONTHS

EDGE
DEPLOYMENT

From design
to large-scale
production, our
products and
partners support
businesses every
step of the way,
whether it is
annotating data,
training AIs, or
installing and
maintaining AIspecific hardware.

All of the
applications
developed, in
particular datasets
and algorithms,
belong entirely to
the client.

Our easy-to-use
software allows
operationals
as well as data
scientists to
quickly create
best-in-class,
production-ready
AI applications.
Businesses can
expect a ROI in
less than 3 months
by deploying an
AI on an industrial
scale.

We help
entreprises deploy
and monitor AIready edge devices
at scale to comply
with hardware and
security hardware
constraints.

ILS NOUS FONT CONFIANCE
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